
 

 

 

SATURDAY- FEBRUARY 15      Registration: 4:00 - 7:30 PM  Exhibitor Set-Up: 7:00AM - 4:00PM      Exhibits Open: 4:00 - 7:00 PM 

7:00 − 10:00 PM Charles Hall w/ Marie Hall – “What’s on your mind?”.  Charles will explain why it is possible to travel faster than the, speed of light. 

Along with Tall Whites, there are the ETs he calls ‘Norwegians with 24 Teeth’ or The Greys, (all of whom he has stood face to face 

with).  After the world premiere of the new (90 minute) film based on his life called "Walking With The Tall Whites" will be the Q & A. 

* 5:00 – 7:00 PM * Nick Ellis will lead a night sky watch in the desert using Military Specification night vision equipment. Limited to max 25 people. Separate 

tickets needed, and can be purchased at the registration table. 

SUNDAY - FEBRUARY 16          Registration: 7:30 AM - 7:30 PM                                        Exhibits Open: 7:30 AM - 7:30 PM 
8:15 − 8:30    AM CONFERENCE WELCOME AND ANNOUNCEMENTS 
8:30 − 10:00   AM Brad Olsen –“Hidden Anomalies of Antarctica”-  Why are they keeping what is really hidden beneath the ice a secret? 
10:15 − 11:30 PM    Jerry Wills – “The Sacred Valley Contact” Two Time Travelers meet on a bus headed for Machu Picchu (one an explorer and      
                                  tour guide from the USA and the other a tall thin man named “Rich”; who is revealed to be from Alcyone), & Jerry’s life is forever  

 Changed.Join Jerry on this 5 year long adventure with Rich and his team of scientists from Alcyone and you will be forever      
 changed too!  

11:30 − 1:00   PM  Lunch Break 
11:45 − 12:45 PM  Experience Session led by Barbara Lamb, in the Pisces room.  (No Press allowed.) 
1:00 − 2:30     PM   Brien Foerster – New look at "The Elongated Skulls Of The Ancients".  What do we know now?  What can we prove?  
 2:45 − 4:45     PM  Dr. Mohamed Ibrahim – "Lost Ancient Technologies of Egypt" Mohamad is the world’s expert on this subject.  He is the person  
    From whom most of the "experts" in this subject get their information.  You will be rocked by this presentation coming "direct   
           from the horse's mouth"; so to speak.  Mohamad brings you new truths about our ancient suppressed history that you have   
           never known of before.  
5:00 − 7:00PM          Dr. Sam Osmanagich – World famous pyramid expert and discoverer of the worlds biggest pyramid (50% larger than Giza) in  
                                  Bosnia.“Pyramids - Are Ancient Technology” Detailed scientific research on the Bosnian Pyramid now proves it is (among many  
                                  other things) an energy machine!  
7:00 − 9:00 PM         Pizza and Pasta Dinner with beer.  Following dinner, join us for a live magic show with Master Magician Paul Davids. 

MONDAY - FEBRUARY 17  Registration Desk Opens: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM                   Exhibits Open: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM        
8:30 − 9:45 AM         Lawrence Noble – "ETs attend this conference.  And I met one."  Join one of our fellow seekers of truth who is bravely going to   

  Share with all of us the kind of "magic" that often occurs (but is rarely publicly talked about) at this very conference.  Buckle up! 
10:00 − 12:00PM       Willam Buhlman – "Alien Contact.  A multidimensional experience."  William is acknowledged by many as the world's expert  

  on "out of body travel".Taking our fully conscious minds into other multidimensional realms.  And guess what?  We also meet 
  other intelligence during these journeys out of body. Get ready for an amazing revelation about the very fabric of our existence.  

12:00 − 1:30 PM        LUNCH 
12:15 − 1:15 PM        Join researcher and film-maker Jim Nichols for the world premiere of his new documentary film!                              
1:30 − 3:00 PM          Brien Foerster –"New Evidence! The Paracas Of Peru Were Not Homo Sapiens Sapiens". So what, or who, were they?       
3:15 − 4:45 PM          Paul Tice – “The Secret Life of Zacharia Sitchin” Never before revealed stories of Paul’s journeys of discovery with Zacharia.     
                                   He was his official cameraman for many years. See never before seen photos, video, and hear true stories that will astound you!  

          5:00 − 7:00 PM        Dr Bruce Cornet – “Unconventional Aerial Phenomena”:  These machines are hiding in Underground Bases in the Hudson and   
                                   Wallkill River Valleys of New York.  The results of an 11 year investigation are revealed with first person testimony and photos!  
* 7:00 – 9:00 PM *          Nick Ellis will lead a night sky watch in the desert using Military Specification night vision equipment. Limited to max 25 people. Separate   
                                        tickets needed, and can be purchased at the registration table. 

TUESDAY - FEBRUARY 18            Registration Desk Open: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM                   Exhibits Open: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM 
8:30 − 9:45 AM         Elizabeth April – “The Galactic Federation & The Hidden Human History of Planet Earth” Who are Humans?  How did we get  
                                  Here? What is the greater agenda at play and what are our next evolutionary steps? 

      10:00 − 12:00 PM     Derrick Whiteskycloud – “Visions and Visitations” A Native American Shaman takes you with him on his adventures with some of 
the life all around us. Including life we know as “Aliens”!  You will not forget this journey.  You won’t forget Derrick Whiteskycloud! 

12:00 − 1:30 PM       Lunch Break 
12:15 − 1:15 PM       Experiencer Session led by Barbara Lamb, in the Pisces room.  (No Press allowed.)   
1:30 − 3:00   PM   Garnet Schulhauser – “Fascinating Astral Travels with my Spirit Guide”   
 3:15 − 4:45  PM   Brad Olsen- “The Mysteries of South America” The evidence of ancient civilizations with advanced technology are now legion in  

  The south. Join one of the world’s most persistent investigators into these mysteries as he gets us up to speed with the newest    
  evidence.   

       5:00 − 7:00 PM Gosia Duszak & Dale Harder:  “A direct contact session with Taygetean Pleiadians currently in the Orbit of the Earth” Miss Gosia 
will be joined by her contact partner Dale for this live session.  Most of her 250,000 web page followers have never met her, or even 
seen her because she lives in Europe.  All are invited to this extraordinary session to receive this new contact information live; and 
to take advantage of this more than just rare opportunity to meet her in person following her live session.   And she is here with us 
all week! 

* 7:00 – 9:00 PM *          Nick Ellis will lead a night sky watch in the desert using Military Specification night vision equipment. Limited to max of 25 people. Separate  
                                         tickets needed, and can be purchased at the registration table. 

WEDNESDAY - FEBRUARY 19              Registration Desk Open: 8:00 AM - 6:30 P                       Exhibits Open: 8:00 AM - 6:30 PM  
8:30 − 9:45 AM         Marc Dantonio – “Entering a New Science:  When the Unexplained Faces Off Against What We Think We Know!”  With Kate   

  Thorvaldsen.  Marc is a hard scientist, and as such has a harder time than most digesting evidence that is real, but science can’t      
 explain. 

10:00 − 11:30 AM   Kate Thorvaldsen –“Living as a Hybrid – And learning the science of our existence”.  With Marc Dantonio. These are  two different    
                                  presentations being presented by two different people coming from completely different starting places.  Yet in the end their life   
                                  journey is leading them to the exact same revelations!  Their “journey” is allowing them to understand some of the truth of our very   
                                  existence, and showing us how we may finally fit into a universe teeming with life. This is revelatory & ground breaking.   Ends with    
                                  a joint Q & A. 
11:30 − 1:00 PM       Lunch Break 
1:00 − 2:30 PM         Barbara Lamb – “My personal contact experiences”  Barbara is famous world wide for her decades of research helping others to  
                                   know and accept their own contact experiences.  But, she has had her own.  They are epic! 
  2:45 − 4:45 PM       Jordan Maxwell – “Jordan Maxwell Exposes the Illuminati”.  This is Jordan’s final week of public presentations.  For decades he  
                                   worked tirelessly to bring some truth to the world.  Relatively early on, Jordan had his own direct contact experiences.  During those  

   he was also given an important message for us all.  But one that he was expressly told could not be revealed until the end.  We are   
  thankful that Jordan has chosen the Laughlin UFO Mega Conference for his ultimate revelation, and for sharing his truth with us all.  

5:00 − 6:30 PM         “The esoteric/occult panel”  Jonny Enoch moderates the panel discussion with this extraordinary group of panelists. Jordan  
                                  Maxwell, Brad Olsen, Paul Tice and Jay Weidner.  This will be a very exciting panel to be remembered!  

Schedule of Events – Laughlin UFO Mega Conference 2020 
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WEDNESDAY -  FEBRUARY 19                                                                                                                                                                                                          
6:45PM –  Midnight Meet the Speakers Cocktail Party – Taco Bar & Caesar Salad.  Beer plus no host bar.  Entertainment:  Following dinner 
Michael  Telstar will take the stage for a fascinating and fun live show featuring mentalism and a little magic.  Raffle, & dancing end. 

THURSDAY - FEBRUARY 20              Registration Desk Open: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM                        Exhibits Open: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM 
8:30 –  9:45 AM Haktan Akdogan – “World UFO Disclosure”  It will shape the future of humanity.  And the newest news from Europe. 
10:00 – 12:00 PM Jonny Enoch – “ANCIENT STAR GATES AND ADVANCED CIVILIZATIONS – The portals of space and time”. As heard recently 

on Gaia's Beyond Belief with George Noory, Jonny Enoch's upcoming talk at the Laughlin UFO Mega conference will feature all-new  
                                    cutting-edge information about lost ancient technologies, stargates, wormholes and portals. 
12:00  –  1:30 PM      Lunch Break  
12:15  –  1:15 PM      “Live Channeling Session with Tom Morello and Cathy Star Eagle” 
1:30  –  3:00 PM         Honovi Strongdeer – “Star Walking Earth Guardians: Activate your Purpose using Passion, Plant Medicine and 3D Ego Death.” 
3:15 – 4:45 PM           Dr. Bruce Cornet – “Anatomy of an ET/Spiritual Deception of Biblical Magnitude: The Woman Who Bore the    

  Male Child, Revelation Chapter12.  Was She real?”  Join PHD scientist Dr. Bruce Cornet as he takes us with him on an amazing  
  personal journey that is out of this world.  Yet true.  But was it foretold?  As always, it is you that must decide what truth means.    
  Will Dr. Cornet’s truth become ours?   

5:00 – 7:00 PM   J.P. Hague – "The Multidimensional Multiverse of the Unidentified Aerial Phenomena:  Tales from the Indian Ocean" Join J.P. on   
   His personal journey of discovery centered on and around the small tropical island of Mauritius located in the Southern India     
  Ocean.    You will learn how UAP operates within and is inherent to our reality.  And new evidence will be shown that suggests that   
  US Space Command is operating in this remote geographic area as well!  So much is happening there!  Who knew?  J.P. & the  
  Govt.  And now you too! 

* 7:00 – 9:00 PM *       Nick Ellis will lead a night sky watch in the desert using Military Specification night vision equipment. Limited to max 25 
                                      people.  Separate tickets needed, and can be purchased at the registration table. 

FRIDAY - FEBRUARY 21           Registration Desk Open: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM                                  Exhibits Open: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM 
8:30 –   9:45 AM        Elizabeth April –“Human Hybrids: Unlocking Your DNA”.  Why can we only access 10% of our brains?  What about "Junk DNA"?  

Have we been held back by someone's design?  Elizabeth examines the pieces of this puzzle and looks for the answers. And hope 
you get lucky if this extremely gifted psychic channeler is attending the same night skywatch as you are, because sometimes 
extraordinary things can happen when she is there.  

10:00 – 12:00 PM    Deep Prasad – "The Study of Nature Revisited"   Imagine being 23 years old and already having a company in the forefront of     
                                   Research in quantum computing!.   Deep has been described by many in the know as "Arguably our next Einstein".  To better  

 understand the UFO phenomenon Deep is looking to formalize a new way to both recognize the immense complexity of it all, yet   
 still allow study guidelines acceptable to all.  And Deep has a unique way to breakdown the most difficult science into   
 understandable concepts for us all.    

12:00 – 1:30 PM         Lunch  
12:15 – 1:15 PM         Experiencer Session led by Barbara Lamb, in the Pisces room.  (No Press allowed.)Lunch Break15 
1:30 –  3:00 PM          Joel Garbon – “Is there a Universal Religion Among the Advanced Inhabited Planets?”  To begin to answer this question we will go  
                                    To the amazing book called “Urantia”.  This REALLY BIG QUESTION deserves really big answers; and the Urantia Book is really  
                                    big! Does Urantia reveal more history than religion?  Where does one truth end and the next begin?  This will be fun!  “E” tickets  
                                    ready!   
 3:15 – 4:45 PM          Dr. Paul LaViolette – "Lifting the Veil"  Understanding our extraterrestrial knowledge legacy and our current effort to  

    cope in the Galactic environment.  Paul will begin at the beginning of our U.S. secret space program.  The 50s and 60s!  And from  
    there disclose how the ET knowledge base has shaped everything & brought us to where we are today. He will connect dots for us  
    that will give us a new solid foundation for understanding where we are today, and where we will soon be going as newly minted  
    citizens of our Galaxy.  

 5:00  – 7:00 PM          Harry Challenger – “Journey into the heart of an ongoing British Contact”  Harry’s own description of his presentation  
    only hints at its’ importance.  Imagine an ongoing, conscious, contact experience complete with photos.  Are the “Billy Meier”  
    contacts coming to mind?  They should!  You are most likely hearing about this case for the first time right here.  Right now.  Be  
    glad you are with us this week.  You are now a part of history. You will not sleep tonight.  And that will be for a very good reason!    
    You will be thinking about this case!    

* 7:00 – 9:00 PM *       Nick Ellis will lead a night skywatch in the desert using Military Specification night vision equipment. Limited to  
  max 25 people.  Separate tickets needed, and can be purchased at the registration table. 

SATURDAY - FEBRUARY 22          Registration Desk Open: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM                            Exhibits Open: 8:00 AM - 7:30 PM 
8:30 – 9:55 AM     Jay Weidner – “Ufology and Cults”   
10:10 – 11:30 AM        Dr Bruce Goldberg – “Time travelers from our future and the 5th dimension”  Bruce will present evidence that shows many  

“abductions” are not by aliens, but by us in the future.  He will discuss the technology that allows this; and that evidence is there      
that shows it operates both ways.  Forward and backward in time.  

11:30 – 1:00 PM          Lunch Break 
11:45 – 12:45 PM        Jordan Maxwell will reveal more of his extraordinary life experiences, including for the first time ever, showing the Hollywood  
                                      produced pilot film that was to be used to get a green light for a series (or feature film) about Jordan and his life experiences.  This  
                                      pilot film is titled “Jordan’s alien girlfriend”, and it is not to be missed!  
1:00 – 2:20 PM            Dr. Tom Valone – “Toward a University textbook on Introductory Ufology and Astro Sociology.”  Tom will highlight the curricula  

 contained in the course.  It will be a wonderful journey taking a look at the cases and incidents that may finally make ufology an    
     academically accepted university subject worthy of serious study. 

2:35 – 4:00 PM             Dannion Brinkley – “ET’s and The Afterlife”   Dannion is famous.  Everyone knows about his journeys between life and death;    
       and over the decades they have inspired us all.  But, did you know that Dannion has also had profound experiences with ET’s?   
       He actually has.  We are so thankful that he has chosen to share this undisclosed part of his life with all of us here today!  This is   
                     A presentation not  to be missed.  

4:15 – 6:15 PM            Skywalker Ranch Panel – Join Skinwalker Ranch Manager Thomas Winterton, investigator Ryan Skinner, plus Bryant Arnold  
      And Jim Morse (two additional Skinwalker Ranch employees) for a never to be forgotten frank and honest    
     disclosure of these men’s extraordinary paranormal experiences while living and working at Skinwalker over the years.  Ends with  
     an audience Q & A.  You will  never forget the day you met these men; and the true stories they are going to share with us all! 

6:15 PM                        Cash Bar Opens 
7:15 – ????                 CLOSING BANQUET  - Wine, Relaxation and good fun with good people!  Following dinner, the awarding of the first  “Saucerian  
                                      Award”.  Then a short presentation from the winner, followed by wine and fellowship.   

https://www.laughlinufomegaconference.com/michael-telstarr-ufo-conference/
https://www.laughlinufomegaconference.com/honovi-strongdeer/

